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Distilling Static word vectors from language models is useful when 
word meaning has to be modelled in the absence of context. 

Method
The most common strategy for deriving static word vectors of a 
word that we want to model can be illustrated by the following 
diaigms:

 Given an sentence that mention the target word, here is an example 
of how do we get contextualized representation for the target word  
from a LM.

From here, we have three alternative ways to get contextualized 
word representation:

     LAST:  keep the original sentences and get last layer outputs

     MASK: replace the word w by a [MASK] and get last layer outputs

     AVG:   get the average of all hidden layers and output layer as      
outputs

However, randomly selecting sentence that mention the target word 
is far from optimal. this paper attampts to distill high quality static 
word vectors in an efficient way by strategically selecting a few high 
quality sentences for each word. 

Sentence selection strategies
RANDOM (baseline): 

INTRO:  sampling sentences that occur in the introductory section of 
a wikipedia article.

HOME:  sampling sentences from wikipedia article about w

POS: sentences that start with word w in plural form.

ENUM: sentences in which w is preceded or succeeded by a comma 
or the word “and”

PMI: sentences in which both w and its top PMI (Pointwise Multual 
Information) neighbors are mentioned 

                  

The above tabel report F1 scores of static word vectors from other LMs

The above tabel report F1 scores of static word vectors from BERT-base.

DEF: definition of w from English fragment of wikitionary

GENERIC: sentences with high confidence score from GenericsKB

Evaluation Results
Static word vectors are evaluated on the tasks of predicting semantic 
properties of words.


